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Perlick to Launch Industry Exclusive Product Accessories at Dwell on Design 2014
New, innovative accessories provide designers with unmatched indoor and outdoor undercounter refrigeration
technology and specification options.
MILWAUKEE – Perlick, a leader in innovative, high quality undercounter refrigeration, will launch a series of industry exclusive
product accessories at Dwell on Design, June 20 - 22, 2014 at booth 1461. Engineered to enhance design, function and the
Perlick luxury experience, Perlick’s new accessories include; Modular Stacking Kits, 650SS Forward Sealing Flow Control
Faucet (the world’s first flow control beer dispensing faucet for residential use), Martini Racks, and Designer Handles.
“Nearly a century of commercial experience and quality has been engineered into Perlick’s residential product line,” states
Vice President of Marketing and Business Development at Perlick, Tim Ebner. “It’s this experience that inspired the innovative
accessories Perlick will launch at Dwell on Design, and we are excited to introduce them at the largest design event in the
United States.”
Launching at Dwell on Design, Perlick booth 1461:
• Perlick’s Modular Stacking Kits: Unlike the restrictive dimensions of
upright refrigeration, Perlick’s new kits give designers complete control over
each client’s specific refrigeration needs. The Modular Stacking Kits are
compatible with products in each of Perlick’s indoor and outdoor product
series’ – including the Shallow-Depth Series – creating unmatched
customized refrigeration with a flush, modern look from top to bottom.
• Perlick’s 650SS Forward Sealing Flow Control Faucet: As the first flow
control faucet for residential use, Perlick’s new, patented faucet will become
a standard feature on all Perlick Signature Series beer dispensing products.
Inspired by nearly a century of commercial experience, the faucet’s sleek
appearance is coupled with unmatched technology – in addition to reducing
foam, individuals can adjust the flow to best accommodate the beer being
poured. And, Perlick’s beer dispensers feature industry exclusive air-cooled
towers which are essential for proper pours in outdoor installations.
• Martini Racks: To accommodate clients’ entertaining needs, Perlick is
Perlick’s new Modular Stacking Kit installed with a 15”
introducing the option of Martini Racks for use with the 24” Indoor and
Signature Series Refrigerator and Refrigerated Drawers –
Outdoor Signature Series Freezer. Featuring storage for up to 10 glasses –
and Perlick’s new, patented 650SS Forward Sealing Flow
with the ability to store four martini glasses with drink contents – the racks
Control Faucet.
add a new level of function to Perlick’s 24” Signature Series Freezer.
• Designer Handles: Inspired by the recommendations of professionals in the design community, a 3/4” bar style pull handle
has been added to Perlick’s customization options. The new, optional accessory handle can be installed in place of the
standard Signature Series handle to better complement surrounding appliances and cabinetry.
Dwell on Design LA is the largest design event in the United States, and will be held at the Los Angeles Convention Center
June 20 - 22, 2014. In addition to Modular Stacking Kits, 650SS Forward Sealing Flow Control Faucet, Martini Racks, and
Designer Handles, Perlick will be displaying outdoor refrigeration, dual-zone units and a Shallow-Depth wine reserve. For
more information, visit Perlick’s Dwell on Design booth 1461 and perlick.com/residential-products.
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ABOUT PERLICK
Family owned since 1917, Perlick’s award-winning, high quality residential product line features innovative indoor and outdoor
undercounter refrigerators, wine reserves, freezers, freezer and refrigerated drawers, ice makers, and beer dispensers. A
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, based manufacturer, Perlick is dedicated to providing innovative, quality customizable food and
beverage storage and serving solutions. To learn more, visit perlick.com or call 800-558-5592.
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